Air Bags and Air Springs -Firestone

Ride-Rite™

Firestone’s heavy duty Ride-Rite air helper springs are the workhorse of our air helper spring line. The double convoluted air
springs offer maximum load support as well as years of worryfree service. Ride-Rite air helper springs can be installed on most
Pick-up trucks, Motor-homes, RV, SUV and Vans.
Ride-Rite air helper springs are installed between the frame of the
vehicle and the suspension, providing load support through the
use of air pressure.
Ride-Rite air helper springs utilize a pair of convoluted air springs
which can be adjusted for changing loads. These air springs are
capable of 3,200 to 5,000 lbs. of load leveling capacity per set
Ride-Rite Air Bags help:
•

Improve steering control and braking
effectiveness, level headlight beams and
tire wear

•

Prevent leaf springs from permanent
sagging under repeated or constant load.

•

Provide protective air cushion that softens contact between
the axle and frame.

•

Absorb road shock providing ideal ride conditions for passengers and load.

Everything is included for a quick, easy installation. Brackets, air
springs, hardware, airline, and separate valves accessories are
available for all applications.
Average installation time is approximately 1-2 hours.
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Sport-Rite™

Enjoy a smooth ride with Sport-Rite air
helper springs. These revolutionary air
springs were developed to maintain
a level vehicle while offering the best
possible ride characteristics under any
load condition.
Maximize your vehicle’s suspension
performance with Firestone air helper
springs. Sport-Rite air helper springs
utilize a tapered style air spring that will support up to 3000lbs.*
per set. With dynamic ride characteristics, hauling and towing
control are vastly improved. Make your vehicle a total performer
with Firestone Sport-Rite air helper springs.
Sport-Rite air helper springs can also be installed on most light
trucks, SUV’s and vans. They are installed between the frame of
the vehicle and the suspension, providing load support through
the use of air pressure.
Coil-Rite™

Discover the difference Coil-Rite air
helper springs can make in improving
the ride, handling and braking of your
vehicle. Coil-Rite air helper springs
provide extra support for coil springs in
cars, minivans, vans, light trucks, RV’s
and SUV’s.
The adjustable Coil-Rite air helper
springs will level your vehicle, provide
a smoother ride, and assist with more
effective braking and handling, even
under heavy loading and adverse road conditions.
These air helper springs are made of durable, elastipolyurethane,
providing years of comfort and stability to your vehicle.
Firestone’s Coil-Rite air helper springs enable adjustment for
varying loads and road conditions by controlling the air pressure
in the air helper springs.

Everything is included for a quick, easy installation. Brackets, air
springs, hardware, airline, and separate valves are available for all
applications. Average installation time is approximately 1 hour.
Work-Rite Helper Springs

Firestone Work-Rite load assist springs help level your vehicle
when hauling a heavy load or towing a trailer, and won’t compromise your ride when empty.
Made from injection-molded microcellular urethane, the WorkRite springs do not use air so there is no air pressure to monitor.
Spacers provide adjustability for individual loading scenarios.
Designed for light duty trucks, vans and SUV’s, the Work-Rite
kits are a no-hole application which means they use the existing
holes in the frames for a quick and easy installation. Most kits
can be installed with basic hand tools in 30-40 minutes and are
vehicle specific for prefect fit and alignment.
Improve your ride, increase stability and reduce sway with a Firestone Work Rite helper spring kit.
•

Assist Factory Suspension. Work-Rite load assist springs are installed to the vehicle’s frame
and axle to help your factory suspension. The
factory suspension is NOT modified.

•

Reduces Suspension Fatigue.  Work Rite helps keep your leaf
springs from sagging when hauling a heavy load, or towing a
trailer.

•

Prevents Bottoming-out.  Work Rite creates a protective cushion for your factory suspension, and softens contact between
the axle and vehicle frame.

•

Easy to Install.  Most Firestone Work-Rite suspension kits do
not require drilling, and can be installed with simple hand tools
in under an hour.

